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Destined To Reign
One moment of God's favor can turn your life around. Are you ready to walk in the abundant life that Jesus came to give you as promised in John 10:10? Let your heart be encouraged and
refreshed as you delve into the pages of Provision Promises. Packed with bite-sized practical wisdom and faith-filled inspirations from the Word of God, this book will enlarge your revelation
of Jesus' grace and the abundant life you have through His finished work. Meditate on His promises for you today and increase your capacity to receive from your heavenly Father! Your
provision is wrapped up in JESUS! This book will inspire you to experience God's provision for your life. You will learn to rest in His love and favor toward you and your family.
Zelenka is an outcast. Tormented by the harsh rules and punishments of Eldon, she will soon be imprisoned in the horrifying government factories. Her lover, the charismatic Fraco, may be
her one chance to escape. But Zelenka is drawn to the dangerous and elusive world of the Amaryllians. Only through them can she triumph in her two dreams: freedom, and survival.
Some fairy tales start after midnight. The crown prince and I have nothing in common. He's a rugged, battle-hardened soldier who spent four years in the Royal Guard, an elite military unit. I
met the King and Queen for the first time wearing leggings and a sweatshirt. He's the serious, quiet, straight-laced heir to the throne, and I accidentally got drunk at a formal dinner. But
there's the way he looks at me, eyes blazing with hunger. Like he knows every dirty thought I've had about him - and he likes them. There's the way my pulse skyrockets every time his hand
brushes mine. I'm the ambassador's daughter. I know better than to mess around with a foreign head of state. But I don't know how long I can resist. Not all princes are charming. I spent
years in the Royal Guard, our most elite military unit, fighting like hell so I could rule one day - not so I could give my father an heir with some well-bred rich girl. I have a f*cking country to
run. My love life can take a back seat. It's not like I've ever met a girl I had to have. Until her. The ambassador's daughter. She's so... American. Lowborn, brash, wildly unsuitable... and
gorgeous. I'm disciplined, tough as hell, and I don't f*ck around. But I can't stop thinking about the way she laughs, about how she might taste. My father's threatening to strip me of my title
if I touch her, but she makes me want to break every one of my own rules. F*ck titles. F*ck rules. F*ck my father's threats. I want her. I need her. She's mine.
Are You Overwhelmed by Stress, Worry, and Anxiety? Unending daily to-do lists. The frantic pace of modern living. The race to stay relevant in the face of disruption. The very real threat of
superbugs and terror in our everyday lives... It's not hard to see why so many people today are experiencing stress, worry, and anxiety attacks. Unfortunately, these aren't simply innocent
states of emotion-they can insidiously develop into chronic depression and psychosomatic illnesses, and lead to destructive behaviors. But here's the good news: While stress is depleting and
debilitating, it can be defeated and driven from your life. In LIVE THE LET-GO LIFE, Joseph Prince shows you how to beat stress and anxieties that come with the everyday demands and
pressures of modern living. Discover how you were not designed by God to live under stress, but called to live the life of rest. You will learn how to let go of stress and see His grace flow
unabated in the worry-free areas of your life.
A 90-Day Devotional
Your Miracle is in Your Mouth
Experience the Power to Live Above Defeat
The Secret to Effortless Success, Wholeness, and Victorious Living
Daily Reflections for Effortless Success, Wholeness, and Victorious Living
Daily Readings from The Power of Right Believing

First published nearly 30 years ago, Destined for the Throne continues to train believers for their heavenly destiny. God's eternal purpose, Billheimer says, has been the preparation of an
eternal companion for His Son. This preparation takes place as Christians engage in spiritual warfare and practice believing prayer. "[A] thorough presentation of God's total purpose and
destiny for the church...satisfying and demanding," said Norman Grubb, former International Director of WEC.
For fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Six of Crows comes the thrilling conclusion to the Blood Heir trilogy. A princess with a dark secret must ally with a con man to liberate her empire
from a reign of terror in this epic fantasy retelling of the Anastasia story. The Red Tigress, Anastacya Mikhailov, has lost the gift she, has lost the gift she was only beginning to realize deﬁned
her. Stolen from her during the battle in Bregon, her blood Affinity rests with Sorsha Farrald, a dangerous Affinite who is on the run, headed staright to Cyrilia and to Ana's aunt...the
Empress Morganya. Thought she is weakened, Ana's course remains true--yet her return to her homeland reveals a Cyrilia on the brink of collapse. Morganya's tyrannical rule has transformed
into a sinister quest for unquestioned authority, and she has set her sights far beyond Cyrilia. Morganya seeks a legendary ancient power, rumored to have once belonged to the Deities
themselves. If she can locate it, she can rule the world. What's more, Ana's allies, the insurgent Affinite rebels known as the Redcloaks, no longer support her. For their allegiance is with the
people--and there can be no equality with a monarchy. Ana faces enemies at every turn, and every day without her Affinity brings her closer to death. Yet she is determined to liberate her people
and vanquish the legacy of her own imperial bloodline--the inequality sewn into the fabric of her land. Her only hope lies in the navy she recruited in Bregon, the courage of her band of
friends, and the cunning crime-lord-turned-captain she's fallen for. If Ana loses this fight, it will be her last. And Morganya's reign of darkness with consume the world.
Almost 40 years ago John and Elizabeth Sherill introduced the world to the phenomenon of 'speaking in tongues' in their book, They Speak with Other Tongues. The book was an immediate
success as thousands were touched by the power of this spiritual gift. The Hidden Power of Speaking in Tongues again explores this spiritual experience powerfully prevalent in the early
church. This much maligned and controversial gift was a practical part of their worship and intercession and seeks to be rediscovered in our day. In a day of spiritual poverty, Chavda
challenges the Body of Christ to experience afresh the secret dynamic of 'speaking in tongues', as he removes the veil covering this glorious gift.
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What you believe is everything! Break free from bondages and live a life of victory through inspiring bite-sized teachings that will help you develop highly effective habits for right believing.
Each daily experience includes: Today's Scripture: A scripture to meditate on to recalibrate your mind and believe right about God's heart and plans for you. Today's Excerpt: A key truth about
right believing that ministers and delivers God's transforming grace to you. Today's Thought: An uplifting, liberating, and powerful thought for the day. Today's Reflection: A place to journal
your thoughts and reflections. Today's Prayer: A simple but powerful prayer to help you express your heart to your heavenly Father.
Rise of Fire
Crimson Reign
Grace Revolution
Reign in Life
Fashioned to Reign
Inquisition
Unlock the Power of the Holy Communion
Teaches that God's definition of success can be very different from what humans expect, and that Christ will help those who believe to succeed in their own lives and in furthering the
kingdom of God.
In these days of danger, trouble, and evil, New York Times bestselling author Joseph Prince reveals how God's children can have round-the-clock protection through the power of
prayer. THE PRAYER OF PROTECTION unveils the Bible's ultimate psalm of protection, Psalm 91, to help you understand more about how God guards His children. Joseph Prince
offers simple keys and practical advice to finding and resting in the secret place of the Most High, where no evil can even come near you. You'll begin to live unafraid and with boldness
as you allow the certainty of your heavenly Father's love and the sure promises of His Word to guard your heart against every fear. Come under the wings of the Almighty and live life
divinely protected, positioned, and free from all fears with our covenant-keeping God!
You were made to reign in every way! Author, evangelist, and pastor, Joseph Prince uncovers the secret to reigning over adversity, lack, and destructive habits. Discover how to
experiencing the success, wholeness, and victory that God created to enjoy. In this powerful book, Joseph Prince reveals that... It's not about what you must accomplish. It's about what
has been accomplished for you. It's not about a list of rules. It's about God's secret to reigning effortlessly in life. It's not about your will-power to change. It's about His power changing
you. Start reigning over sickness, financial lack, broken relationships, and destructive habits! Discover how you can reign in life today!
The Angels of heaven are ready! Are you? Kevin Zadai had a supernatural encounter where he received insight and revelation on angels that will prepare Gods people for coming days
of glory. For Heaven to flood the Earth with miracles and divine acceleration to take place, you need to learn how to partner with the angelic realm! Prepare to go behind the veil.
Spiritual maturity is not just learning doctrine; its also discovering how to operate with the unseen realm. The Agenda of Angels will give you unique glimpses into the invisible realm
that will help you: Understand the Command Center of Heaven Access the Battle Strategies of Heaven Decode the veil of secrecy that surrounds the dimensions of the spirit Clearly
discern Gods will for you Identify and defeat enemies of the glory Execute the Victorious Rules of Engagement Establish a link between praying in tongues and operating in the
supernatural Right now you are surrounded by all of the heavenly help that you could ever need. Discover how to engage and partner with these angelic allies in your everyday life and
step right into the greatest move of God the world has ever seen!
Your Supernatural Advantage for a Successful Life
A Dark High School Romance
Hyper-Grace
Revelation
90 Powerful Inspirations for Extraordinary Breakthroughs
Live the Let-Go Life
The Secret to Effortless Success, Wholeness and Victorious Living
From the Publisher: A journey across centuries of religious conflict Toby Green's incredible new book brings a vast panorama to life by focusing on the
untold stories of individuals from all walks of life and every section of society who were affected by the Inquisition. From witches in Mexico,
bigamists in Brazil, Freemasons, Hindus, Jews, Muslims and Protestants, the Inquisition reached every aspect of society. This history, though filled
with stories of terror and the unspeakable ways in which human beings can treat one another, is ultimately one of hope, underscoring the resilience of
the human spirit. Stretching from the unification of Spain under Ferdinand and Isabella in the fifteenth century to the Napoleonic wars, The Inquisition
details this incredible history in all its richness and complexity.
What you believe is everything! Believing the right things is the key to a victorious life. In THE POWER OF RIGHT BELIEVING, Joseph Prince,
international bestselling author and a leading voice in proclaiming the gospel of grace, unveils seven practical and powerful keys to help you find
freedom from every fear, guilt, and addiction. These keys come alive in the precious testimonies you'll read from people across America and around the
world who have experienced breakthroughs and freedom from all kinds of bondages-from alcoholism to chronic depression-all through the power of right
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believing. God intends for you to live with joy overflowing, peace that surpasses understanding, and an unshakable confidence in what He has done for
you. Get ready to be inspired and transformed and learn how to win the battle for your mind by developing habits for right believing.
New York Times bestselling author Sophie Jordan’s romantic, sweeping fantasy Reign of Shadows continues in this suspenseful sequel, Rise of Fire. Luna
and Fowler have escaped the kingdom of Relhok, but they haven’t escaped the darkness. When a battle against the dark dwellers mortally injures Fowler,
Luna is faced with a choice: put their fate in the hands of mysterious strangers or risk losing Fowler forever. Desperate to keep the one bright part of
her life alive, Luna accepts the help of soldiers from a nearby kingdom. Lagonia’s castle offers reprieve from the dangerous outside world—until the
King discovers both Fowler and Luna’s true ties to Relhok and their influence over the throne. Now pawns in each kingdom’s political game, Luna and
Fowler are more determined than ever to escape and build the life they’ve been dreaming of. But their own pasts have a tight hold on their hearts and
their destinies. Luna must embrace the darkness and fire within her before she loses not only Fowler but the power she was destined to inherit.
Let the holy Communion revolutionize your life and health! Through engaging Bible-based teaching, Pastor Joseph Prince unpacks a revelation of the
Communion that has never been more relevant than right now. Along with showing you why the holy Communion is God’s ordained way to release life, health,
and healing to us, Pastor Prince also tackles the tough questions: Is God punishing me with sickness and disease? Is it really God’s will to heal me? Do
I qualify for His healing power? What do I do when I don’t see results? Can God heal my loved ones? The enemy wants you to believe that God doesn’t care
and that your situation is hopeless. But because of the cross, you can have full assurance in your heart that God wants you healed and whole. Learn how
you can access His healing power with just the simple act of eating. In Eat Your Way to Life and Health, discover a God who loves you so much, His Son
paid for your healing on Calvary’s cross. Be deeply encouraged as you read powerful testimonies from people who have received healing through a
revelation of the Communion, despite being told their conditions were terminal or incurable. Whatever circumstances you are confronted with today, God
has a word for you: Don’t give up. There is hope. He has made a way for you!
The Agenda of Angels
Destined (Book #4 in the Vampire Journals)
A Fabrication
100 Days of Right Believing
Gazing Into Glory
Destined to Reign Devotional
Destined for the Throne

The thrilling final installment in The Sainthood series by USA Today bestselling author Siobhan Davis. Everything changed after
the attempt on my life, and now, I'm more determined than ever to crush my enemies until they lie in pieces at my feet. Sinner
believes he has pushed me into a corner, but he underestimates my thirst for revenge. Nothing will stand in my way. And I'm no
longer in this alone. Saint, Galen, Caz, and Theo have won my trust and my heart. Together, we are an unbreakable team and an
unstoppable force. Staying one step ahead of the game is critical to our success, so we've little choice but to partner with the
most unlikely of allies. The situation is tense and fraught with danger, and it's not just our lives at stake. Everything rests on
finding the evidence that links The Sainthood to Daphne Leydon's kidnapping and murder, and we're running out of time. Sinner
thinks war has already come to Lowell. But he has overlooked his deadliest enemy and the challenge that comes from within. We
won't stop until he's defeated and we have taken his crown. Sinner is going down.
“[An] entertaining epic fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing.”
--Publishers Weekly “The beginnings of something remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book Review A REIGN OF STEEL is Book #11
in the Bestselling series THE SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST OF HEROES (book #1), a free download on Play! In A REIGN
OF STEEL (BOOK #11 IN THE SORCERER’S RING), Gwendolyn must protect her people as she finds King’s Court under siege. She strives
to evacuate them from the Ring—but there is one problem: her people refuse to leave. As a power struggle ensues, Gwen finds her
queenship under challenge for the first time—while the greatest threat to the Ring looms. Behind the McClouds lie the threat of
Romulus and his dragons, who, with the Shield destroyed, embark on a catastrophic invasion, nothing left to stand between them and
the complete annihilation of the Ring. Romulus, with Luanda at his side, is unstoppable while the moon lasts, and Gwen must fight
for survival—for herself, for her baby, and for her people—amidst an epic battle of dragons, and of men. Kendrick leads the Silver
in a valiant battle, and he is joined by Elden and the new Legion recruits, along with his brother Godfrey, who surprises
everyone, including himself, with his acts of valor. But even so, it may not all be enough. Thor, meanwhile, embarks on the quest
of his life in the Land of the Druids, trekking across a fearsome and magical land, a land unlike any other, with magical rules
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out of its own. Crossing this land will require every ounce of strength and training he has, will force him to dig deeper within,
to become the great warrior—and Druid—he was meant to be. As he encounters monsters and challenges unlike ever before, he will
have to lay down his life to try to reach his mother. Erec and Alistair journey to the Southern Isles, where they are greeted by
all of his people, including his competitive brother and envious sister. Erec has a dramatic final meeting with his father, as the
island prepares for him to ascend the throne as King. But in the Southern Isles, one must fight for the right to be King, and in
an epic battle, Erec will be tested as never before. In a dramatic twist, we learn that treachery hides even here, in this place
of noble and great warriors. Reece, embattled and surrounded on the Upper Isles, must fight for his life after his vengeance on
Tirus. Desperate, he finds himself united with Stara, each wary of the other, yet untied in a quest to survive—one that will
culminate in an epic battle at sea and will threaten the entire island. Will Gwen cross the sea to safety? Will Romulus destroy
the Ring? Will Reece and Stara be together? Will Erec rise as King? Will Thor find his mother? What will become of Guwayne? Will
anyone be left alive? With its sophisticated world-building and characterization, A REIGN OF STEEL is an epic tale of friends and
lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of coming of age, of broken
hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy
that brings us into a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to all ages and genders. Book #12 in the series--A LAND OF
FIRE--is now also available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what promises to be an epic young adult series.”
--Midwest Book Review “A quick and easy read…you have to read what happens next and you don’t want to put it down.”
--FantasyOnline.net “It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.” --Books and Movie Reviews
From New York Times bestselling author Joseph Prince comes a book about living above defeat and experiencing breakthroughs in
every area of life. GRACE REVOLUTION is about living above defeat and experiencing lasting breakthroughs in every area of life.
It's about the explosive, inside-out transformation that occurs in the innermost sanctum of the human heart when a person meets
Jesus personally. To help the reader live out this new perspective, the author gives five practical and powerful keys that, if
understood and internalized, will become highly effective principles of success and living a victorious life.
Ancient tradition suggests that this world-weary lament is the work of Solomon in old age. Casting its eye over the transient
nature of life, the book questions the striving for wisdom and the truth, choosing instead to espouse the value of living for the
moment. The text is introduced by Doris Lessing.
Empowering Women to Fulfill Their Divine Destiny
Exposing the Dangers of the Modern Grace Message
Provision Promises
Every Believer's Birth Right to Walk in the Supernatural
Hidden Power of Speaking in Tongues
Living Fearlessly in Dangerous Times
The Power of Right Believing
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
Destined to ReignThe Secret to Effortless Success, Wholeness and Victorious LivingHarrison House Publishers
Joseph Prince shares 365 dynamic devotions revealing that you can reign over every adversity, lack, and destructive habit limiting you from experiencing the success, wholeness, and victory you are destined to enjoy.
In his only work of political satire, The Short Reign of Pippin IV, John Steinbeck turns the French Revolution upside down as amateur astronomer Pippin Héristal is drafted to rule the unruly French. Steinbeck creates
around the infamous Pippin the most hilarious royal court ever: Pippin’s wife, Queen Marie, who “might have taken her place at the bar of a very good restaurant”; his uncle, a man of dubious virtue; his glamourstruck daughter and her beau, the son of the so-called “egg king” of Petaluma, California; and a motley crew of courtiers and politicians, guards and gardeners. This edition includes an introduction by Robert
Morsberger and Katharine Morsberger.
100 Days of Favor
How to Release His Gifts in Every Area of Your Life
Eat Your Way to Life and Health
Healing Promises
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What the Holy Ones Want You to Know About the Next Move
Living and Loving from a Place of Rest
Destined to Reign Anniversary Edition

All of the gifts of the Holy Spirit are available continuously, effortlessly, and naturally to every Christian. First Corinthians 12:7‒11 reveals the nine-fold
manifestation̶wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miraculous powers, prophecy, distinguishing between spirits, speaking in tongues, and interpretation of tongues̶but
the Holy Spirit has much more that He wants to share with all Christians and He is ready to fill them to overflowing. Most people believe they can only have one or two of the
gifts mentioned in Paul s letter, yet the Bible clearly shows that believers can receive all of them. In fact, the apostle himself probably evidenced all nine gifts. However,
these are only examples of the way the Spirit of God may reveal Himself to His people. They are not the only ways He will do so. In Overflow of the Spirit: How to Release His
Gifts in Every Area of Your Life, Dr. Mark Virkler and co-author Charity Virkler Kayembe, his daughter, endeavor to teach you how to connect with the Holy Spirit moment by
moment and intentionally draw upon His supernatural abilities. You will learn how to tune to the indwelling Holy Spirit and release Him into every situation of your life.
Rather than life being you in action, it will be the Holy Spirit in action through you. Blessings will overtake you as you live and walk by the Spirit. The overflow of the Spirit
opens the door to an entire lifestyle of intimacy with God that, once mastered, releases the heavens and God s provisions for your life. The authors clear, lineal, biblical
teaching is interspersed with real-life stories that clearly illustrate each point. Application exercises at the end of each chapter help to guide you into putting the lessons into
action.
It's Time for a Revolution In the Garden, woman was taken out of man to stand by his side and co-reign with him. But Satan's schemes have robbed women of their rightful
identity, disempowering and defacing them. The world aches for God's original partnership to be brought into balance once more--and it can be. Join Kris Vallotton for an
extraordinary journey of eye-opening insight, including • God's true plan and purpose for women • Jesus' radical teachings and care for women • men's important role in
restoring women • the true meaning of difficult Bible passages about women • examples of women in leadership as God intended God fashioned women to reign
alongside men. Jesus set women free to be beautiful and powerful. It's time for us, as daughters and sons of the King, to rule together in glory again. Will you join the
revolution? "We have failed to realize that Jesus founded the women's liberation movement more than two thousand years ago. Isn't it high time His Church led the
revolution?"--Kris Vallotton "Off the charts. Worthy to be read and studied by all. You won't be able to put it down."--Patricia King, founder, XP Ministries "Read, weigh and
embrace the spirit, truth and heartbeat of this book. This biblical approach rightly addresses unright arguments of strained interpretations. Such balance and beauty make
sense and offer wisdom. I say, 'Amen!'"--Pastor Jack Hayford, chancellor, The King's University, Dallas/Los Angeles "This profound work is a must-read for men and women
alike; it has the potential to instill courage in the hearts of men and give women permission to dream again."--Bill Johnson, senior leader, Bethel Church, Redding, California;
author, The Essential Guide to Healing and When Heaven Invades Earth "Finally, a biblical perspective that encourages women to remain themselves and still take their Godgiven places of leadership."--Stacey Campbell, author, Praying the Bible; co-founding pastor, New Life Church, Kelowna, British Columbia "This compelling work will elevate
your awareness, challenge some presuppositions and invite you to grow in the grace of the Lord Jesus."--Dr. Mark J. Chironna, Church On The Living Edge, Mark Chironna
Ministries, Orlando, Florida "This must-read will empower you to regain your identity that Satan stole and live the life God created you to live."--Cynthia Brazelton, pastor,
Victory Christian Ministries International "I deeply enjoyed diving into the Bible with Kris as my guide to find out what God really says about men and women. It has enhanced
my understanding of who I am as a woman and inspires me to instill that in the young women around me. This book is about truth and therefore would be great written by
anyone. However, I realized that the fact that it was written by a man, and it is a man calling me into my divine design, brought a deeper level of healing than I'd anticipated
and sent me on a journey digging deeper into God's heart. I recommend it for all!" --Revival Magazine "Fashioned to Reign considers the everlasting deception Christians face
regarding women's role and purpose: a deception fostered by evil and which is not of God's plan. The disempowerment of women was the devil's idea - and God's true plan
for women is very different. Woman was, in fact, designed to stand by man's side and reign with him, not under him - and Fashioned to Reign covers God's ultimate intention
for women. Packed with scripture and information throughout, Fashioned to Reign is a powerful analysis perfect for any Christian collection." --Midwest Book Review
Discover the secret of reigning over every adverstiy, lack and destructive habit that is limiting you from experiencing the success, wholeness and victory that you were
destined to enjoy. Find out how it is not about what you have to do, but what has already been done. It is not about what you must accomplish, but what has already been
accomplished for you. It is not about using your will power to effect change, but His power changing you. Start reigning over sickness, financial lack, broken relationships and
destructive habits today!
DESTINED is Book #4 of the Bestselling series THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS, which begins with book #1, TURNED̶a FREE download! In DESTINED (Book #4 in the Vampire
Journals), Caitlin Paine wakes to discover herself back in time. She finds herself in a cemetery, on the run from a mob of villagers, and seeks refuge in the ancient cloisters of
Assisi, in the countryside of Umbria, Italy. There, she learns of her destiny and her mission: to find her father and the ancient vampire Shield needed to save mankind. But
Caitlin s heart still pines for her lost love: Caleb. She desperately needs to know if he has survived their trip back in time. She learns that her mission requires her to go to
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Florence, but if she wants to pursue matters of the heart, she must go to Venice. She chooses Venice. Caitlin is overwhelmed at what she finds. Venice of the eighteenth
century is a surreal place, men and women dressed in elaborate costumes and masks, celebrating an endless, lavish party. She is thrilled to discover and reunite with some of
her close friends, and to be welcomed back into their coven. And she is excited to join them in Venice s Grand Ball, the most important costume dance of the year, where
she hopes, once again, to find Caleb. But Caitlin is not the only one who can travel back in time: Kyle soon arrives, too, and is determined to hunt her down and kill her once
and for all. Sam, too, arrives, determined to save his sister before it is too late. At the Ball, Caitlin searches everywhere, and finds no sign of Caleb. That is, until the very last
dance. She dances with a masked man who takes her heart away, and she feels certain that it is him. But as the partners change, she loses him again. Or does she? Caitlin soon
finds herself torn between the two loves of her life, and discovers that she has to be careful what she wishes for. Her joy at finding what she wants might just come mixed
with tragedy and heartbreak. In a climactic, action-packed ending, Caitlin finds herself up against true evil, Rome s ancient vampire coven, and the most powerful vampire
coven that ever existed. Surviving will demand all her skills, as she finds herself battling for her very life. She will have to sacrifice more than ever, if she is to save the one she
loves…. Books #3--#11 in THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS are now also available! Morgan Rice's new trilogy, THE SURVIVAL TRILOGY, a post apocalyptic thriller, is now also available
for sale. And Morgan's new epic fantasy series, the #1 Bestselling THE SORCERER'S RING, comprising 10 books and counting, is now also available--with the first book, A
QUEST OF HEROES, as a FREE download!
Reign
The Reign of Fear
Blood Reign
The Short Reign of Pippin IV
Breaking Free from Stress, Worry, and Anxiety
How Spiritual Warfare Prepares the Bride of Christ for Her Eternal Destiny
7 Keys to Freedom from Fear, Guilt, and Addiction
Experience your healing as you encounter the Lord’s love through the holy Communion. Are you worried about a bad medical report? Or battling a chronic or incurable condition? Don’t give up.
Not now. Not ever. Let this inspiring 90-day devotional bring hope and breakthroughs as you learn about the Lord Jesus’ love for you and how He wants you to walk in healing and wholeness.
Through uplifting bite-size readings, daily thoughts, and many healing testimonies, discover how the Communion meal is all about encountering the person of Jesus and receiving all He has done
for you. And as you learn to come to the Lord’s Table and allow Him to impart His life and health to you, may you begin to experience for yourself the healing power of the holy Communion.
At a time when the church needs an urgent wake-up call and a fresh encounter with Jesus, the hyper-grace message is lulling many to sleep. Claiming to be a new revelation of grace, this teaching
is gaining in popularity, but is it true? Or is the glorious truth of grace being polluted by errors, leading to backsliding, compromise, and even the abandonment of faith?
Prince invites readers to embark on a purposeful and powerful journey in discovering and experiencing the unmerited favor of God.
Since emerging from the grave as an immortal, Bianca was warned to hide her extraordinary gifts-even from those closest to her. But when Bianca risks exposure to save her mother, she starts a
chain reaction that threatens to destroy herself and everyone she loves.Destined to rule the Aether, Blaise must find the fabled Scion in order to save his people. With a war raging, a young child
missing, and friends dying, Blaise must convince the world's most stubborn woman of her destiny before it's too late.The final installment to the Immortal Reign series, Blood Reign, is a steamy,
action-packed ride to save two realms and the hearts of two lonely souls.*Previously published as Feast of Ascension.*
A Life Worth Living
Ecclesiastes or, The Preacher
A Royal Military Romance
A Reign of Steel (Book #11 in the Sorcerer's Ring)
Unmerited Favor
Empress: The Astonishing Reign of Nur Jahan
Overflow of the Spirit
With almost two decades of full-time ministry behind him, Joseph Prince has become the leading voice for a new generation of believers - a generation
that builds its hope on the abundance of God's grace and the gift of His righteousness.
You were created for many wonderfully fulfilling purposes and experiences--to know the Father, to know who you are in Him, to receive an inheritance
from Him, and even to rule with Him. Many Christians are running hard after these things--working to become somebody, striving to have what has been
promised, hoping to find their calling and realize their destiny. But they find themselves in a never-ending cycle of restlessness. Everything from God
comes from a place of rest, and when you find it, you receive. When you know who you are, whose you are, what you have been given, and what you have
been called to do--and experience these amazing blessings from a position of rest - you step into your destiny. Right now, you can be completely secure
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in your identity. You can begin to receive all that you've been given. And, at rest in your Father's love, you can realize your ultimate purpose -- that
you have been called to reign.
Shows readers how they can be healed through prayer and God's grace and compassion.
A Finalist for the 2018 Los Angeles Times Book Prize in History Four centuries ago, a Muslim woman ruled an empire. When it came to hunting, she was a
master shot. As a dress designer, few could compare. An ingenious architect, she innovated the use of marble in her parents’ mausoleum on the banks of
the Yamuna River that inspired her stepson’s Taj Mahal. And she was both celebrated and reviled for her political acumen and diplomatic skill, which
rivaled those of her female counterparts in Europe and beyond. In 1611, thirty-four-year-old Nur Jahan, daughter of a Persian noble and widow of a
subversive official, became the twentieth and most cherished wife of the Emperor Jahangir. While other wives were secluded behind walls, Nur ruled the
vast Mughal Empire alongside her husband, and governed in his stead as his health failed and his attentions wandered from matters of state. An astute
politician and devoted partner, Nur led troops into battle to free Jahangir when he was imprisoned by one of his own officers. She signed and issued
imperial orders, and coins of the realm bore her name. Acclaimed historian Ruby Lal uncovers the rich life and world of Nur Jahan, rescuing this
dazzling figure from patriarchal and Orientalist clichés of romance and intrigue, and giving new insight into the lives of women and girls in the Mughal
Empire, even where scholars claim there are no sources. Nur’s confident assertion of authority and talent is revelatory. In Empress, she finally
receives her due in a deeply researched and evocative biography that awakens us to a fascinating history.
Called to Reign
Days of Reign
Destined to Reign
The Healing Power of the Holy Communion
The Prayer of Protection

Gazing Into Glory reveals the Lord's intent for spiritual manifestations to become your normal Christian experience. This book rests on solid biblical support
and is built on modern-day, real-life supernatural experiences. You too will discover the true essence of the glory of God. There has been a growing hunger and
passion in the hearts of God's people-- birthed by the Holy Spirit-- to more fully walk in the spirit and access in a more specific way all that the Word indicates
is yours. You are encouraged to use Gazing Into Glory as a roadmap as you journey into the lifestyle and mindset that God destined for you to enjoy. By
expounding upon the power and benefits of the Glory of God, the scriptural manifestations of God's glory become more than parables-- they embrace you.
Walking in the supernatural is not promised only to a select mystical few. The experience belongs to all believers who choose to pursue the promises of God
for themsleves--it belongs to you.
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